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Mr. Walter S. Rogers
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5 Fifth Aveoue
New York 18, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Rogers
In a note attached to this letter, you will find a brief statement
on India Village Service, an Indian-American venture in village education and development. Recently I spent five days with the field staff
of this group, iu their rural workinE center lu the GanEes-Jumua plain.
Iu talks with village people in the area, I heard expression of individual and group attitudes that are important forces iu rural north India.
To a degree these attitudes, some of which I am relating here, are contradictory. In the five days I was not .in a position to probe very far
into their origins and strength, or into the contradiction. In a later
situation I hope to study these and other attitudes at greater length.
I must begin in the realm of art and philosophy, or religion. The
Ganges-Jumna plain is one of the oldest continuously settled lands of
the world. As I strolled into ripening fields and on the outskirts of
villages, I tried to hold myself receptive to the forces of Nature which
have held eople to this soil for three or four thousand years, and to
the human strength and vision
produced and stored by many generations.
Nature and life have a rich warmth here in this late quarter of the rainy
season, a warmth that has recurred and endured for centuries. As the
monsoon crops shoot forth, adjacent fields are made ready for the winter
sowings. Moist breezes ripple the deep green leaves of the flourishing
baJra, as nearby an easy plodding bullock team pulls a light plow throth
the soft, friable soil. The blue of the sky has a rain-washed purity.
Cloud shadows fleet across marshland waters, blending with the delicate
green of swaying wild rice shoots. Earth and sky seem full of living
power, of grace and Joy. Do the permanent residents rejoice as I did in
this beauty? Iu my company they did not articulate direct response.
But I felt that they and their forefathers had drawn deeply ou the warm
movement, the poise and gentleness of their countryside, for in them I
found a spirit that is Indian, regardless of its religious frame. In
a gleaming furnace
of the village, a Muslim craftsman counselled
me with a Persian saying, He who loses himself, who has no desire for
self-advantage, he it is who may accomplish somethiug of last in8 value."
Iu the evening stillness a Brahman cultivator recited a SanSkrit verse,
which he explained iu simpler Hiudi, "He is truly rich who has wisdom,
who performs rightly his life’s duty, who loves all beings, and who is
gifted with the power of sowing seeds of love in the hearts of others.

worksho

It is true that dacoity and violence are not absent from the life
of this rural district. Jealousy and pride are also lively, as wll be
seen. But I cannot hlp findlug in the ideals volunteered by these unlettered men a part reason for the fact that their village of lO,O00
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people, half Muslim ad half Hindu, has not succumbed to the chaos
and intolerance of the past years. Nearby are other villages, part or
wholly Muslim, surrounded by Hindus. Socially the two groups do not
mingle freely. But with forbearance and gentleness they have avoided
ope conflict.

Some of the India Villae Service colleagues share the simplicity
and poise of these village peopl8 whom they are seeking to help. I
spent a day and night ith one of them, Shyam Lal, in the village where
he has been for two months. Shyam LaL is forty-nine years 01d, thin and
wiry. A law graduate, he says he gave up his law practice long ago in
obedience to Abraham Lincoln’s guidance, "If
cannot be a lawyer and
be honest, sacrifice the law but stay honest.
Ruskin, Isaac Walton,
Thoreau and Tolstoi have gone into Shyam Lal’s makeup through his reading. A widower now, he has cut his life wants to the bone. As we sat
through the midday heat in the 9 by 20 foot earthen room which he now
makes his home, I realized that his manner of life meets with approval
from his new village friends. Cutside, men were coming iu from morning
plowing. The lane before our door became lined with bullocks, tethered
to earthen feed troughs, munching on green baJra fodder. Men greeted
us through the door. Beat lnE a tin can, a news carrier announced at
each courtyard entrance a forthcoming meeting of all cultivators to work
out allotments of water from the government electric tube well. Another
crier shouted his wares: country cigarettes, pan, matches, spices. In
his low-slung cowhide bag, the water-carrier brought water from the well
to fill our earthern pot. A teen-aed boy came to Shyam Lal for eye
medlciue for his aunt. Resting after their noon meals, farmers came in
for a talk and to see the American guest.

ou

As we talked of crops with a good-natured twenty-five year old
farmer, I noticed on Shyam Lal’s shelf a large green bottle of grass tablets, an all-vitamln preparation dispensed by American missionary groups.
At the irony of this, almost the only product of modern science in the
room, I had to chuckle. "Here are your crops", I said. "In the middle
of farm country, you have to supplement your diet with grass tablets.
He told me how listless he had been while eating only the local staple
diet without greens, ad how grass tablets had improved his health.
"Hardly any vegetables are grown here"; he explained. "Both my mind and
body became fatigued and lazy from a diet of grain and pulses. I am not
surprised to find lack of initiative in these men who live constantly on.
such inadequate

foods."

Why are few vegetables Erown? We three talke this over. A remark
from the young farmer suggested that old talents have been lost, old allround values replaced by market values. "Ek kahawat hal, kl Jo kheti barl
nahin karta, wo klsan nahin. There’s an old salug: he who does not grow
both grain ttand vegetables is not a true farmer.
"There you are", said
Shyam Lal, a valuable adage which o one here follows. If Earlier e had
roused my curiosity by telling me of a number of such agricultural sayings,
still current in speech but seldom practiced. The empirical findings of
generations, many of them accord with modern agricultural science. "Why
have they lapsed from practice?" Shy.am Lal asks, and finds plausible if
incomplete answers in 19th century British plantation activities in this
part of India. More relevant to his purpose, how are they to be revived?
How are new techniques, more balanced agricultural practices, to be introduced or re-introduced?
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Lack of adequate irrigation water, and more assured marketability
of staple crops, emerged from our talk as tangible reasons for the lack
of vegetables in this village. Soon a second tube well will provide
much more water. But our talks revealed habits of mind which will prevent vegetable-growing, or other improved practices, from being quickly
accepted.. First we saw how isolation makes it difficult for the mind to
grasp and master new ideas. Shyam Lal has talked to the villagers of the
value of hemp as green manure, if plowed under when about two feet high.
On the day of my visit the latest copy of Gaou_ki Baat ("Village Talk ),
a fortnightly paper for villagers published by a Congress educationist,
Urdu is his
had reached Shyam Lal. A young farmer eagerly took it
mother tongue, but he glanced at Gaon kl Baat and said, The Hindl here
the noon hour I
is
May I borrow it?" Wnenhe returned it
Yes, he replied,
asked, "Have you found any new thiu iu the maaziue
and with accuracy of detail he related au article ou green manures. Shyam
Lal listened, then said, "You call this a new thing? It’s what I’ve been
saylu for several d.ys."

u.

easy,

aft$,,r

A bit sheepishly, this was admitted. The incident indicated that new
ideas must come to the ville from several directions, perhaps through
different media, before they will take hold. But acceptance of the idea
does not mean action. Visual demonstration may be required. And even
that may not bring change. We listened to an older man, Pahelwan, who
told with admiration of a farmer not many miles away, whose grain yield
rose remarkably after one growth of hemp was plowed under. Shyam Lal
heard this corroboration gratefully, then gently prodded Pahelwau, "You
know of his success. What more demonstration is necessary? hy have you
still not tried it yourself?" Pahelwan acknowledged the fairness of the
question, but found no answer. Nor has he made plans to row hemp.
As a step toward more diversified cropping, eventually more balanced
diets, Shyam Lal is encouraging introduction of quick-growing potatoes.
He has grown the new variety in his own village, so knows they can succeed. But the India Village Service objective is "to get the village
people moving ahead on their own momentum, to help people help themselves.
And so Shyam Lal wants local men to try potatoes for themselves. He will
advise them where necessary. With two young farmers he talked, as he has
talked bfore, ou cost, production and marketing factors, showing them
the possible gain. They seemed to agree, but still showed a barrier between conviction and action. Finally one said to Shyam Lal, "I’ll try
them if you will Join me iu partnership." Shyam Lal does not want to encourage dependence on outside financial advances (such as his own would
be). He wants local men to take responsibility for initiating and managing improved practices, to stand on their own feet. He agreed only to recompense them for any loss suffered iu their first trial of potatoes. But
without his participation as responsible partner, they are not ready to
undertake the new crop on their own.
These small instances of unwillingness to change are illustrative
Shyam Lal ponders some of the reasons. "Is it greed? Shortsightedness? Desire to spend one rupee now rather than investing it to get a
future five? Iu these days, farmers here do have funds ample for investment. I think our farmers lack a spirit of adventure. Geography has
given us too favorable, unchalleuging conditions.
only.

Thinking of the lush growth and warmth of these plains, I areed
that passivity as well as gentleness could be a result. My own observation doesn’t go much deeper. But for more fundamental causation I
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value the testimony presented by the Wisers in Behind Mud _Walls
listened to village folk for five years, then wrote these words. It is
the villa6ers speaking: "To a new-comer we may seem suspicious, obstinate,
Intolerant, backward- all that goes with refusal to change. We did not
choose qualities for ourselves. Experience forced them upon our fathers.
And the warnings of our fathers, added to our own experiences, have drilled them into us. Refusal to change is the armour with which we have
learned to protect ourselves." And the Wisers add concrete instances of
protection gained from refusal to change.
Different incentives and prods will be applied by 6overnment and
other agencies seekiu to overcome this reslstauce and to supplement
present economic motives in creating more productive farms. Shyam Lal’s
is a mild but attractive method. He is persuaded that the universe is
friendly, that Nature has made provision for a good life for all. To
his village neighbors, therefore, he emphasizes the possibilities of
their fields, tools, and selves. "Khuda gab deta, insan nahin leta. God
goad, he
8ives all, man fails to take." Repeating this phrase as a gentle receptitries to stimulate them to increased productivity and health, to
vity for new ideas, to creative initiative.

At any rate, they like Shyam Lal. A lolncloth-clad farmer smiled
shyly as he told me how helpful their new neighbor had been. When I menI learned the next type of barrier to the adtioned this to Shyam
Yes, when cue gains the sympathy and affection
vance he wants to aid.
of people they begin to learn from him. But in this village there are
two opposing factions. One trusts me. The others suspect me, are unfriendly because I am friendly to their opponents. We cannot get cooperative action from the village as a Whole.

Lal

To learn more examples of such group and factional blocks to village
development, I had only to talk with others of Shyam Lal’s colleagues, who
have been workiu for many months in Sirsa, a village split by a long,
standing rivalry. Here the phenomenon of leadership underlies the division. When the old village headman died, several years ago, one of his
four sons was approved by government as his successor. Phool Singh, a
man of equal economic and social status, had expected the post. Since
then, he has Jealously refused to work helpfully with the headman. Each
man controls, through economic holds and prestige, a followlns of half
the village. See the results for villag@ development.

m.

Solomon, the I.V.S. colleague who took me to Sirsa, is keen to
introduce the much-recommended bore-hole latrines, for sanitation purposes.
He has talked separately with individuals, of both factions, who seemed
interested and ready to put forward the small cost of bringln a bore from
the nearby town. But as we walked about the village learning their views,
we found some of these men hIding back. The cost was not a major dsterrent, but they were fearful of exposing themselves by working ou a project
Jointly with members of the other party. These men were not leaders, nor
did they share the full bitterness of the leaders’ rivalry. But one said,
not llke us to o ahead with the
referring to his leader, "Phool Singh
meaning the speaker
A
big man
big
a
he
man.
And
know
is
you
others.
is dependent on Phool Sin8h for one or more of the following or similar
needs: money advance at sowiu time, 8razing or wood-cuttin concessions,
advice and aid in court disputes, sparetime employment, respected f.amily
reputatlou or caste standing. I have not studied the sanctions and benefits of village leadership in detail at first hand, but here I stow its
hold: "You know he is a big man." Phool Singh had undoubtedly let his

,may
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followers know that he did not favor their participation in the sanitatlou project with individuals of his rival’s party.

This split holds back a more important project in Sirsa. Mr. Solomon has stimulated so much lively Interest for education that Sirsa’s
residents are enerally agreed on the eed for a school. They have
enough money, it is calculated, to build and finance their ov,nn school,
with the usual government help. There are two hitches: Will the headman
have undue control in the project? Is the school to be built in Phool
Singh’s section of the village or the headman’s? Partly in rivalry, each
side has advanced small tentative money commitments. Neither side will
make the generous move which might break down Jealousy and pride, which
would allow them to go forward on the school in full cooperation. The
project is standing still.

Tle two irl I.V.S. colleagues have felt the force of this bitterness in their co.ntacts tb Sirsa’s yog women. The I.V.S. girls,
though college graduates, have made friends easily, attracting the yo.ung
village women by their o-eu manner and neat dress, wlnulu their interest

by demonstrating simple bamboo knitting needles and instructing them in
sewing and Crochettlng, insuring their enthusiasm by singing new songs
and playing games. But when they sugzest that all the young women of
Sirsa meet for lessons or games, those of each side refuse to enter the
lanes or yards of their opponents. Can a neutral place be found? The
colleagues hope so, but for the present the womenfolk of Sirsa will nQt
meet and work together. The present generation of young women did not.hing
to create the enmity, but are swept by parental attitudes Into its prejudice and rancor.

What will mend this breach iu village harmony? Perhaps lu Sirsa
the rift will not be able to withstand the demands of children that a
school be built. Mr. Solomon has enthused them for schooling not by his
own teaching, but by enlisting the aid of half a dozen literate men of
the village. These literates have themselves gathered nightly classes
of children and adults and have taught them the primary readers. It has
been a true example of self-help toward greater personal usefulness and
citizenship. Now the literates’ own teaching capacity has been reached.
A school, with trained teachers from outside, is the next necessary step.
If the children’s pleas rise loudly, perhaps the adults will finally
come together to supply this need.

At present, Sirsa is not one community, but two groups. Many viiiages are prevented by such group differences from being healthy, progressive communities. Programs to revitalize the village find such rifts a
serious flaw which needs to be healed. Development of cooperatives, ou
which government places great hopes, has been fouled in many cases by
the unwillingness of two wings of a village, or group of villages, to
worktogether. Local self-government, soon to be greatly increased as
the uancha.va act comes into operation, may run aground on such local
rivalries. And opposing political parties, bringing from outside their
pleas for votes and promises of action, sometimes capitalize ou factiouallsm and add to its bitterness.
Such local rivalries, local problems and loyalties, limit the

villager’s attention and are barriers iu the way of a larger active citizenship. There are over 100,O00 villages in the United Provinces. If
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development programs are to succeed they will have to pierce within
the horizons of these local units and fulfill needs or provide blessings that outweigh the local resistances. Economic, political, social
or religious movements can only become movements if they are the expression of a widespread pressure, awakening, or aspiration which overpowem
or trauscendmen’s day-to-day relationships. The discreteness iu the
countryside, the separateness of villages and 8roups, must have been au
important factor lu the past stability of rUral India. As a student in
a village, I must learn to detect the general, reg.ion-wide forces, if any,
which outweigh my neighbors’ individual worries and absorptions.

I have ,related experiences of love and gentleness, yet also of
stalemate; of conservatism and habit, yet also of eaEerness
for new knowledge. Where do they fit together? hat are their proport-

pride and

ions in the rural United Provinces? This weiEhiu, this feel for village
life as a whole, I have yet to realizs.
Sincerely yours,

Richard Morse

My mail address is still:
/o

American Embassy
New Delhi

India Village Service

India Village Service, established some four years ago on the initiative of American church and mission grous, supported by institutional
and individual contributions, cannot be understood without reference to
the lifework and personality of its director-coordlnator, Dr. William H.
Wiser, and his wife, Charlotte Viall Wiser. Representatives of the Board
of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church, the Wisers came to India
more than thirty years ago. Graduates of the University of Chicago, they
gradually found that study and participation in village life was their
path of contribution. Behind Mud .alls, the clearcut .d highly readable
book which they wrote after five years in a village iu the Ganges-Jna
plain, is still a unique work on the north Indian ville. It reveals
the Wisers’ affection for their village home as well as their keen Insight into family and group reltionships and village outlook. Dr. Wiser
later wrote two theses at Cornell iversity, he Hdu.Jami .System**
and Social IDs.titutiou ..of a N.rth Iu.dia .v!.le, while Mrs. Wiser worked
ou nutrition, her thesis being published as Foods of a HindM Villa_0f
North India. Subsequently, at the Saharaupur theological seminary, they
pastors, and carried out further studies of the social and
taht
religious life of village Christians. Their most recent book, For All
L.ife, emphasizes the wide opportunities of Christian missionaries lu seing the whole needs of people, educational, physical, occupational, economic, social, recational, as well as spiritual.

e

In spirit and content the Wisers’ studies, to a remarkable degree,
are unbiased quests for truth, presented evenly and without alarm. They
write and live as though truth, inspired by love, is adequate persuasion.
They have faith in man, though they have known many scoundrels. Morally
and educationally, as well as physically, they are great believers in the
principle of "the felt need": Just as the dysentery-stricken v.lllage will
in due time realize the need of clean wells and apply itself to their improvement, so, the Wisers’ attitude suggests, the errant will at last se
his misdeeds, the slothful his laziness; and the self-achieved criticism
will spur to self-remedy. I do not imply that the Wisers reject the use
of guidance, prodding, dlsclpliue; only that they greatly value self-groWth.
India Vill_age Service proceeds ou ’."a philosophy of the value of the
community". It seeks to infuse vitality into the llfestream .of
compact village areas, "to help villagers to help themselves"
By using
up-to-date methods, applied by devoted and well-qualified personnel who
"will take time to seek out the individual and unhurriedly work with h Ira" ,
it seeks to evolve techniques of community devslopment which will achieve
results- stimulation
in three y,,ears time, after which it hopes the
village will be ready to go ahead on its own momentum". "The program
must change standards of thinking as well as standards of living. The
emphasis must be not merely to get folks to do what others do but to et
them to understand themselves why they want to do differently." Each individual in the village must be reached, his needs considered, his ability
for self-help and his self-confldence developed, that "each individual may
discover his own potential power in a cooperative whole.
small

...

...

"This program seeks to be frankly Christian in its inception, operation and spirit
but
no pressure will be brought to bear through
it upon anyone to change his religious affiliations, nor will the degree
and quality of the service be affected by the religious attitudes of the

...

I.V.S.
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prg8ram is grounded in the conviction that od works
through man and ’man’ works effsctively only when he seeks the will of
God. The concept expressing this couvlction may differ among individuals
living lu a village, but its fundamental value must be conserved and de-

villagers."

"Th.e

veloped."

India Village Service works in cooperation with the development proThe Wisers’ office is in Lucknow, the provincial
capital, where Dr. Wiser keeps in touch with department heads. The I.V.S.
working area centers on the large market village of Marehra, on the meter
rehra was chosen mainly because a
8uage rail llne from Kanpur to Agra.
government seed store is located there. The present government’s rural
cooperative development program is growing out of these seed stores, which
@re gradually being handed over to multi-purpose cooperatve societies
formed by villagers iu the area served by the store. Working in and
from Marehra, I.V.S. colleagues are doing what they can, in conjunction
with government officers, to foster development of this multi-purpose
cooperative. As further overnment projects become ready for implementation, it is Dr. Wiser’s hope that the I.V.S. field staff will cotiuUe to
be of help.

grams of government.

At present, the rehra group consists Of four men and two girls,
all Indian, all Christian, all college graduates. They are counselled
by au elderly retired directress of schools and by a lady doctor who
cycles to Marehra and nearby villages from an adJoinlug hospital town.
The doctor’s emphasis is in developing a program of preventive sanitation,
hygiene and nutrition, rather than ou curative work. The other colleagues
participate in this preventive program, aid village people in simple cures,
advise on agricultural practices, cooperatives, community projects, give
instruction iu crafts and arts. Only Shyam Lal lives iu the small village
where he works--- the others visit their villages regularly by cycle or
horse-drawn ekka from Ma.rehra. Soon some of them hope to move to the
smaller village. Already they have the 8cod will of the people among
whom they are living and working.
Recently, Dr Wiser has Iven emphasis in the I.V.S. program to the
development of a syllabus for social education for village folk. His
move is in response to "a challenge
a new urgency in adult education"
an urgency which he has noted in statements by Education Ministers of the
Government of India, of Bombay and the Central Provinces. "Social education" if broadly conceived should include "education for citizeushlp
and education for enlightenment and living", in the words of the Central
Provluces statement quoted by Dr. Wiser. The latter has drawn up a syllabus, based partly on the Central Provinces example, including these subJects: Hindi and Arithmetic, riculture, Handicrafts, Home Economics,
Sanitation and Hygiene, General Science, Social Science. The question
arises: what do villaers most urgently need to know in these fields? The
challenge arises: uo adequate teachlug material is available for adult
education to meet villagers’ needs. Dr. Wiser has therefore asked each
of his colleagues to be8in preparation of lessons in au assigned field of
the syllabus. Lessons are to be presented to the villagers, revised to
accord with the villagers’ response, then finally discussed and revised
by the colleagues sitting Jointly to criticize and suggest. The emphasis
is constantly to be: does this fit the village needs and understanding?
Dr. Wiser hopes that through this process teaching material will be pre-

g,,
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pared that will also be of help to other

educational

workers.

When I visited arehra, I felt that this preparation a Joint revion of lessoos was havlug growing pains. Perhaps the colleagues’
ctacts with villagers are not yet sufficiently lively to awaken full
illage iterest ad free two-way interchange between teacher ad village "pupil". The colleagues themselves approach the social education
project from very different backgrotsds. Not having direction o the
spot, they seemed to lack purpose ou this project. But they are patiet, creative, self-effacing persons. I believe that iu varying degree
there is increasing awareness among them of the need for realistic material, for origiallty of presentation, ad for free interstimulus of ideas
among themselves. The process seems part of. Dr. Wiser’s fostering of

iitiative and responsibility: "Colleagues, like villagers, are encouraged to help themselves, in planning their programme and the procedures
they are to adopt."
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Ri chard Morse

JaJmani System: The scheme of "service iuterrelatlouships" among
members of a Hindu village community, assigning functloal division of
village duties ad standard forms ad rates of compensation; a scheme

**Hindu

preserved by religious sanction, custom, and the benefits accruing to
village members; the whole scheme being iutlmately related to the social
prestige- caste status- of the community members.
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